Garlic Mustard

Garlic like aroma
Textured leaf
Chickweed

Spinnach like leaf, around a centimeter long
Light green leaves
Small white flowers
Cattail

Tall stalk with brown seed pod at top
Look for shoots in spring
Dandelion

Jagged leaf cluster
Harvest leaves as a green
before flowers appear
Dead Nettle

Fuzzy green and purple leaves
Light purple flowers at varying intervals
Grows in patches often
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Shepherd’s Purse

Tall stalk with basal leaf cluster (harvest these)
Tiny white flowers at top
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Skunk Cabbage

“Skunk” aroma

Large leaves with tongue-like base

Harvest leaves early in spring
Wild Onion

Aromatic when picked
Bulb at base underground
Entire plant can be eaten raw or cooked
Black & Raspberries

Grow on brambles with medium textured leaves. Berries are pieced, with many seeds.
Wineberries

Like Raspberries, but with lighter fruit
Branbles are red, fuzzy, and somewhat sticky
Violets

Small purple flowers
Leaves and flowers grow one to a stem
Kousa Dogwood

Small pink and orange fruits in fall
White flowers in spring
White to black berries, red and purple when unripe
Look for a messy path below the tree
Sunchoke

Sunflower-like flower in late summer
Roots edible like potatoes or water chesnuts